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book ofmormonof mormon authorship revisited is a sequel to book of
mormon authorship new light on ancient origins published in
1982 by BYUs religious studies center and also edited by noel
reynolds in light of the growing body of significant insights into
the antiquity of the book of mormon this volume refreshes up-
dates and extends the discussion begun sixteen years ago con-
tributorstributors present sixteen essays from a broad range of perspectives
to address directly those questions that relate to book of mormon
origins and authorship in the contributors view one cannot prove
scientifically that ancient prophets wrote the book of mormon
one can however definitively refute false claims as well as give
evidence in support of the divine theory revisited does an out-
standing job of presenting insightful and interesting evidence to
support the book of mormon as an ancient text the analysis below
will highlight some of the noteworthy points in the four sections
of the anthology

part one the nineteenth century origin of the book of
mormon focuses on the historical background the witnesses
and the translation process the underlying theme is that in their
haste to show that the book of mormon is a product of early
nineteenth century culture critics gloss over the historical details
the issue is matching do purported theories about the origin
of the book match the nineteenth century historical evidence
richard bushman uses primary sources to lay out the historical
context that any theory on book of mormon origins must address
his essay points out the matter of factnessfastness of the translation process
and the consistency of the source material to the details royal
skousensSkousens analysis of the original manuscript strengthens bush
mans evidence skousen shows how the original manuscript indi-
cates that the work was written from a translation and dictation
process these essays along with richard andersons update of
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the accounts of the eyewitnesses to the golden plates form a solid
case that the scenario that best matches the historical details is the
explanation given by joseph smith

the articles in part two the logical structure of the author-
ship debate discuss the nature of the authorship debate and
address the most fundamental assumptions and arguments of crit-
ics from the time of the appearance of the book of mormon to the
present day louis midgleysMidgleys whowiiowilo really wrote the book of mor-
mon is one of the best researched and certainly the most pas-
sionate without being defensive work in the entire collection he
traces the evolution of alternative explanations to the authorship
question connecting early alternatives posed by alexander camp-
bell philastusphilistusPhilastus hurlbut and E D howe with the more recent
theories of fawn brodie david wright and anthony hutchinson
midgleysMidgleys analysis suggests that there has been a gradual shift over
time in the critical response regarding book of mormon author-
ship while his claim that this shift resulted from well researched
data driven works produced by faithful latter day saints is not nec-
essarilyessa rily established by the evidence he gives for the history of the
debate there is not a better analysis in or out of the church

part three letting the text speak for itself is the beef of
the book it includes works on wordprintingwordprinting statistical analysis
of texts designed to contrast authorship chiasmus demograph-
ics and textual content up to this point revisited focuses on
answering the critics in a stroke for stroke battle here the level of
the debate is seriously augmented as the contributors switch from
defense to offense iflf for example the critics are going to claim
that the book of mormon is a product of a dissociative or manic
depressive joseph smith they are going to have to bring statistical
control studies to the party as has john hilton in his woodprintwordprintword print
analysis of book of mormon authors can a manic depressive effect
a woodprintwordprintwordprint different from his own can a religious genius differ-
entiate his wordprintwoodprintwordprint consistently across different authors and var-
ious forms of writing in his text whilewildle hiltonsholtonsHiltons essay does not
contain some of the results of his more recent studies it neverthe-
less remains unanswered by any reasonable scholastic effort

also in this section john welch extends his impressive string
of successes on the contribution of chiasmus to the book of mormon
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welch steps back to evaluate the so what of the occurrence of
chiasmus in the book of mormon this is a brilliant essay that goes
beyond the analysis of form and function he has entertained so well
in previous publications welch shows that form not only adds to
the meaning of a text but that it serves many purposes such as in
comparing different authors reflecting different cultural and soci-
etal influences indicating israelite characteristics present and
scrutinizing the nature of translation welch demonstrates the far
ranging impact that the evidence of chiasmus should have in denn-
ing

defin-
ing the nature of the text perhaps in the view of some critics the
mere presence of chiasmus in the book of mormon might be a
fluke of some psychological anomaly but as welch shows the evi-
dence of chiasmus goes far beyond a discussion of form for the
usage of this structural tool in the book of mormon brings to light
many fascinating across author analyses that are consistent with
what the book says about itself certainly the frequent presence of
chiasmus in the book of mormon creates a problem for critics
rather than dismissing chiasmus out of hand already very diffi-
cult or simply attributing it to the genius of joseph smith critics
will now have to generate a case demonstrating how joseph could
have created such high quality chiasmus that preserve across
author cultural and poetical differences as well as poignant histori-
cal consistencies welchs contribution strengthens significantly the
already strong evidence of chiasmus in the book of mormon

part four locating the book of mormon geographically and
culturally concludes the book with three essays addressing the
geographical and cultural location of the book of mormon in my
view the most interesting of these is by book of mormon geogra-
phy expert john sorenson in the longest and most difficult article
in the book sorenson explores the book of mormon as an ancient
mesoamericanMesoamerican text while difficult this article is perhaps also the
most rewarding sorenson explores sixty different ways in which
the book of mormon corresponds with life and culture in meso
america any one of these points on its own may seem insig-
nificantnificant proof textingteeting in reverse but together they make a
resoundingly complete database a sort of yellow pages of evi-
dence for the mesoamericanMesoamerican antiquity of the book of mormon the
reader who has the patience to plow through these passages will
be well rewarded
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who is the reader for this anthology As a collection of the
arguments relative to the origins of the book of mormon this is an
outstanding resource for those who have been observing or partici-
pating in the battle academic or amateur for these the book will
serve as a superb study tool a fascinating straight through read or
outstanding material for desultory essay at a time reading that
is more and more common in our time constrained world As a

weakness revisited perhaps assumes a level of familiarity with the
critical arguments on book of mormon authorship that may be
frustrating to newcomers

for those who have read the earlier work revisited is an
excellent complement the contributions concerning the recov-
ery of the book of mormon bushman the original manuscript
skousen the critical theories on who wrote the book of mormon
midgley direct responses to typical book of mormon authorship

issues daniel peterson nephite demographics james smith
and the comparative study of the zosimus text and accounts from
the tree of life vision by lehi and nephi john welch are signifi-

cant and worth the purchase price by themselves other articles
are significantly updated from the 1982 book or earlier publica-
tions elsewhere usually they do not replace what was written pre-
viously but expand it meaningfully

the most impressive achievement of revisited is how well it

works as a collection As an armchair historian I1 am frequently dis-
mayed at the narrowness of some critical approaches to the book
of mormon or mormon history it is disappointing when a critic
takes a particular limited approach be it textual critical histori-
cal psychological or otherwise to book of mormon origins and
makes sweeping all encompassing conclusions as a result such
critics fall far short of what samuel johnson a great english critic
said was essential for the critical eye that the critic must be able
to focus on the whole as well as on the parts

the accomplishment of revisited is that it addresses the parts
and the whole extremely well the contributions are wellwenweliweil re-
searched in primary source data using scholarly critical tools
these studies have been peer reviewed in several cases by schol-
ars outside the mormon community perhaps most satisfying is the
intellectual honesty in all the essays that recognizes the limitations
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of the various approaches As such the contributors address the
part and generalize to the whole only so far as appropriate given
this rigor the collection puts forth a critical defense as wellweliweil as a

documented offense for the divine ancient origins of the book of
mormon these tight presentations create a view of the whole that
critics must deal with part by part and in totality from now on
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